BEANIES BY MOORECO

Indoor Bean Bags

COLOR OPTIONS:

Lentil (small)

Lentil (large)

Lima (small)

Lima (large)

Pinto Pillow

Find a cozy pod to recharge during the day with Beanies by MooreCo.Featuring the same soft and comfortable
interior cushioning used for our highest quality soft seating, these bean bag chairs come in multiple sizes and
versions for both indoor and outside settings. Indoor styles feature an exterior of cozy microsuede. Available in
select fabrics and multiple colors to suit any room with style. Beanies were designed with humans of all ages in
mind, featuring a standard childproof zipper for hours of play and restoration.
▪ Available in seven microsuede fabric colors to suit any room with style.
▪ 100% machine washable dual layer bean bag with removable insert.

Buckskin

Charcoal

Lipstick

Navy

Purple

Sea Blue

▪ Each Beanie includes a standard childproof zipper and is suitable for all ages.
▪ Indoor Beanies feature mixed polyurethane foam.
▪ Choose from five indoor styles, including: Lima Lounger (two sizes available), Lentil Round Lounger (two sizes
available), and the Pinto Pillow.

Tide Pool

▪ SCS Indoor Advantage Gold Certified.
PART NO.
PRODUCT
58581-VX-XXXX
58580-VX-XXXX
58582-VX-XXXX
58583-VX-XXXX
58584-VX-XXXX

ITEM

DIMENSIONS

Indoor Lima Lounger (Small)
Indoor Lima Lounger (Large)
Indoor Lentil Round Lounger (Small)
Indoor Lentil Round Lounger (Large)
Indoor Pinto Pillow

26"H x 46"W x 34"D
36"H x 64"W x 47"D
16"H x 45"W x 45"D
40"H x 48"W x 58"D
15"H x 44"W x 64"D

SHIP WT.
25 lbs
65 lbs
20 lbs
65 lbs
25 lbs

Shipping weights are listed on a per item basis and may vary based on quantities ordered.
*Ships UPS.
**Ships UPS with large package surcharge or additional handling fee.
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